ABSTRACT Industrial control systems are distributed hierarchical networks that share information via an assortment of communication protocols. Such systems are vulnerable to attacks that can cause disastrous consequences. This article focuses on time delay switch (TDS) attacks and shows that cryptographic solutions are ineffective in recovering from the denial of service component of TDS attacks. Therefore, a cryptography-free TDS recovery (CF-TDSR) communication protocol enhancement is developed that leverages adaptive channel redundancy techniques and a novel state estimator, to detect and recover from the destabilizing effects of TDS attacks. Simulation results are conducted to prove that CF-TDSR ensures the control stability of linear time invariant systems and to show the efficacy of CF-TDSR against attacks deployed on multi-area load frequency control components of a distributed power grid.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the security of Networked Control Systems (NCSs) has raised many important research questions. NCSs, are used in modern power grids to monitor and control systems distributed over a wide area. This make modern power grid depend on computers and multi-purpose networks for operation, rendering them vulnerable to attacks, including high-profile cyber attacks [1] - [4] , which have a potentially major societal impact. This article focuses on Time Delay Switch (TDS) attacks on NCSs [5] - [7] . TDS attack, also called delay in service (DiS) attack causes delay into the transmission of measured signals from the plant output to the controller. Most communication algorithms have proposed the use of timestamps to address naturally occurring delays in the communication between plants and their controllers in the NCS [8] , [9] . However, timestamping is not effective against TDS attacks, since the attackers can manipulate both the data and timestamps. TDS attack is new in nature but includes all other types of attack through the design and its framework. This helps researcher to focus on studying one type of attack instead of many others such as false data injection, jamming, denial of service attacks and many others.
Consider, for instance, a hacker that can manipulate both the data content and the timestamps of telemetered information (sensed from the output sensor). The data sent to the controller consists of a sequence of points of the form (t, x(t)), where x(t) denotes the state of the plant at time t. The attacker can modify this data in one of several ways. First, manipulate the timestamps, i.e., send (t − d, x(t)), where d is a random positive delay. Second, delay the state values, i.e., send (t, x(t − d)). Third, change both the timestamp and the data, i.e., send (t − d 1 , x(t − d 2 )), where d 1 and d 2 are random positive delays. Finally, the attacker can simply drop the packets which will cause delay in service.
Cryptographic solutions may be used to detect some attacks. For instance, the packets can be authenticated, e.g., using keyed hashes (e.g., a keyed-hash message authentication code (HMAC)), and computed using a key shared only by the controller and the plant. Even if the cryptographic constructs are fast and will introduce only small delays and computing overhead, they are unable to recover from denial of service (DoS) type of TDS attacks, or to recover data delayed or destroyed by the hacker since controller needs data at the time it expect them. If packets which have most powerful cryptographic constructs received by delay or dropped in the line then controller might be able to detect it but cannot recover them at the time that controller needs them. The controller will be forced to request the retransmission of the lost or corrupt packets, leading to additional delays and a higher network load that can destabilize the entire system.
In this article, the adaptive channel allocation techniques are leveraged, along with state predictors and time-delay detectors to address the challenges introduced by TDS attacks. Adaptive resource allocation techniques and channel adaptive methods provide substantial improvements and robust performance under many benchmarking metrics [10] . These methods employ an adaptive communication resources allocation as the channel conditions change by time [11] . More information about adaptive resource allocation techniques can be found in [10] - [12] .
The contribution of this paper is listed here: 1-Formulating and introducing TDS attack to cover several different types of existing attacks. 2-Introducing a Crypto-Free TDS Recovery (CF-TDSR) protocol ensure reliability and security of control systems while minimizing cost of redundant communication channels. CF-TDSR is a novel solution that requires the controller to first compare the received packet against an internally generated one and then adapt itself and communication channel. CF-TDSR protocol requires time synchronization between the plant and the controller. If a discrepancy is detected, then the telemetered information is discarded and the controller uses a predicted state, generated by a state predictor. If the data is delayed, the controller compares the value of the measured states against an internally predicted state and in the case that the difference exceeds a predetermined threshold, the controller drops the packet and uses the estimated state instead. In both cases, the controller sends a command signal to the data measurement unit to transmit the next data sets over multiple channels.
The article is structured as follows. Section II describes related work. In Section III, the system and adversary model, including TDS attacks are provided. Then, the paper introduce the load frequency control (LFC) system and use the adaptive allocation method to demonstrate mechanisms to restore stability after a time delay attack. The following section studies the TDS attack as a DoS attack. Section V, introduces CF-TDSR protocol, and demonstrates that CF-TDSR can eliminate the effects of TDS attacks. Section VI presents simulation results, and Section VII is the conclusion and recommendations.
II. RELATED WORK
The control of power systems with time delays has been previously explored [1] , [2] , [13] - [17] . Researchers, however, considered either the construction of controllers that are robust to time delays or controllers that use offline estimation. At this time, it seems to be no control methods and adaptive communication protocols that implement an online estimation of dynamic time delays and real-time control of power systems to overcome TDS attacks.
The stability of power control systems with time delays was studied in [18] - [22] . The author of [23] studied the stability effects of delays to the power systems. References [18] and [19] proposed methods to reduce oscillations resulting from time-delayed feedback control. Paper [24] introduced a wide-area control system for oscillations of a generator. Based on phasor measurements with delays, a novel controller was suggested in [17] where the power system's small signal stability was considered. Reference [25] proposed a controller for power systems with delayed states. The controller addresses the effects of delayed states using the quadratic Lyapunov function.
Related work on time-delay estimation includes [26] - [29] . In [26] , the author suggested a neural network approach to estimate time delays for a class of nonlinear systems with time-varying delays. Li in [27] developed an adaptive control procedure to estimate random time delays in NCSs. This algorithm updates the time-delay estimation via gradient descent method, and determines plant parameters by an enhanced recursive least square. However difficulties may arise from the complexity of this solution, even for simple linear systems. In [28] , the authors used a multilayer perceptron neural network to estimate the time delay off-line. This method assumes a constant time delay or one that follows a specific pattern. With this assumption, this solution is harder to apply to TDS attacks. A new resilient control method for systems under TDS attack, which can estimate the TDS attack in real time and overcome its effects was proposed in [30] . However, it doesn't adapt the communication channels to overcoming and preventing future attacks. In this paper, a new CF-TDSR protocol to detect the attack in real time and adapt the communication channels while adapting the controller to overcoming and preventing the current and future TDS attacks is developed.
III. SYSTEM AND ADVERSARY MODEL AND BACKGROUND
The following section introduces the system and adversarial model used to validate CF-TDSR protocol. Background information of this research is also discussed.
A. SYSTEM MODEL UNDER TDS ATTACK Figure 1 illustrates a two-area power plant with automatic generation control (AGC). The LFC component sends control signals to the plant and receives state feedback through the communication channel. Different attack types can be launched against an LFC system, including DoS, False Date Injection (FDI) and Time Delay Switch (TDS) [6] attacks.
The LFC is a large scale NCSs that regulates the power flow between different areas while holding the frequency constant. Power systems are usually large-scale systems with complex nonlinear dynamics. Modern power grids are divided into various areas. Each area is connected to its neighboring areas by transmission lines called tie-lines. Tie-lines facilitate power sharing between neighboring areas. LFC is used to make sure the power grid is stable and efficient. Furthermore, analysis of power generation and control systems' markets showed that LFC plays an important role as one of the most profitable supporting service in these systems that provide better conditions for electricity trading [31] . More information about technical part of LFC can be found in [32] , [33] .
LFCs are usually designed as optimal feedback controllers. In order to operate on an optimal level, the LFC requires power state estimates to be telemetered in real time. In the case when an adversary injects TDS attack to the telemetered control signals or communication channel of feedback loop, the LFC will diverge from its optimality, and in most cases, depending on the amount and duration of the attack. The system will even get unstable if there is no prevention and stabilizer are in place such as our proposed protocol. In [6] , [7] , an LFC power system under TDS attacks is modeled as a hybrid system. The LFC multi-area interlock power system has been explained in [6] , [7] . Consider the multi-area LFC power system with the attack model, as follows:
where P l is the power deviation of the load. The optimal feedback controller can be found as
and the new state after the time delay attack is given bŷ
where τ = [t d1 , t d2 , . . . , t dN ] T are different/random positive value time delays and t is time vector which is the same for all states. While the system is in its normal operation, t d1 , t d2 , . . . , t dN are all zero. An adversary can get access to the communication channel or sensors and add delays to the channel to make the system unstable. In (1), X = [x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x N ] T denotes the states in each power area.
The state vector in the i th power area is described as
where f i , P i g , P i tu , P i pf and i are the frequency deviation, the power deviation of the generator, the position value of the turbine, the tie-line power flow, and the control VOLUME 5, 2017 error on the i th power area, respectively [22] . The control error of the i th power area is expressed as
where β i denotes the frequency bias factor. The dynamic model of the multi-area LFC of (1) can be expanded using
where A ii , A ij B i and D i are represented by
2πT ij 0 0 0 0
and
Here N denotes the number of power areas,
and T tu i are the generator moment of inertia, the coefficient for droop speed, coefficient for generator damping, the time constant of governor, the time constant of turbine in the i th power area, and T ij is the tie-line synchronizing coefficient between the i th and the j th power areas, respectively.
B. THE TIME DELAY ATTACK
To describe the TDS attack, a simplified version of Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2 . The plant (P) sends state variables, x(t) as information packets to the controller (C). The state variables x(t) are compared with reference inputs r(t), to produce the error value e(t) = r(t) − x(t). 
1) REPLAY-BASED TDS ATTACK
The attacker leaves the first message x(0. 
2) TIMESTAMP-BASED TDS ATTACK
The attacker reconstructs the packet and fixes the timestamp. Subsequently, the timestamping detector will not be able to find the time delay attack. The attacker receives the first message from the plant and copies the value in the buffer, then substitutes the state value of the first packet inside the second message and reconstructs the packet. Then, the adversary sends the packet to the controller. Table 2 illustrates this attack scenario. In this table, x 1 denotes the first state value, x 2 is the second one and so forth. Let's say the plant sends x 2 at time 0.2, and the attacker copies the state value (packet). Now consider that the controller gets x 3 , at time 0.3. During this time attacker sends x 2 instead of x 3 with a corrected 0.3 timestamp. This can occur even in encrypted scenarios if the attacker can decrypt the packet and reconstruct it with a new wrong state and correct timestamps. as shown in Table 2 .
3) NOISE-BASED TDS ATTACK
The attacker injects fake packages into the system, making the system delay the transmission of system packages. Also temporally communication channel jamming can be classified as this type of attack. This way, the packets of the plant are delivered to the controller with a delay.
In all the above variants, the attacker injects time delays into the control system, making the system unstable or inefficient, as was shown in [6] .
IV. TDS ATTACK AS A DENIAL-OF-SERVICE (DoS) ATTACK: A UNIFIED APPROACH
In this section, a unified approach to model a special case of TDS attacks as DoS attacks is proposed. Then, techniques will be investigated that address TDS attacks. Consider a linear time invariant (LTI) system described aṡ
where x ∈ R n and u ∈ R m are state and control signals, respectively. Matrices A, B and K are constant which have appropriate dimensions. The vector w ∈ R n is an ndimensional zero-mean Gaussian white noise process. Suppose that a TDS attack occurs with probability p. Theṅ
where p is probability of TDS attack occurrence and 1-p is probability that system is in normal operation.
To simplify this explanation, in (14) we assume that the same probability of attack occurs on different channels and states. If a TDS attack occurs and packets are dropped, then, (14) is formulated in the form of a DoS attack as followṡ
Let us calculate the expectation value ofẋ in (15) as:
Let µ(t) = Ex(t), then one can write (16) aṡ
where Ew = 0. Next, the stability of (17) is investigated. In order for the system described in (17) to be stable, the mean should be bounded. Therefore, this equation must satisfy:
Hence,
i.e., A − Bk + pBK must be negative definite for the system to be stable. If there is no attack on the system, then the following condition can be found:
To satisfy the stability requirement, condition (19) must be made as close as possible to (20) . To achieve this, two possibility are available. First, the probability of a TDS attack on the communication channel is decreased. Second, the controller gain is changed. In the following probability equations, both cases are described.
A. DECREASING PROBABILITY OF TDS ATTACK
In this case, the outcome of an attack is investigated when the protocol resends each packet l times over independent channels. Then, the probability a TDS attack decreases by power l, i.e.,
Equation (19) will take the form
Therefore
The condition in (23) shows that if l > 1 channel is allocated to increase the redundancy of transmitted plant data, the total probability of faults will decrease as a result of a TDS attack. Also, the control system will get closer to its original state, i.e., A − BK < 0. Therefore, by adaptively adding another communication channel(s), the LFC system can be stabilized. The cost of channel redundancy limits the number of communication channels that can be added to address TDS attacks. The alternative is to change the controller gain. 
B. CHANGING CONTROLLER GAIN
Changing the controller gain K to stabilize the NCS is proposed along with the first method. The new controller gain parameter is set to be K p = K / (1 − p). In this case, a limited number of channels only need to be added. However, adjusting the controller gain K is subject to the probability of attack p which is difficult to estimate. This control methodology is described in detail in section VI.
V. CF-TDSR: A CRYPTO-FREE TDS RECOVERY PROTOCOL
In this section, the CF-TDSR, a communication and control protocol that thwarts TDS attacks on NCSs is introduced. The CF-TDSR leverages methods to detect different types of TDS attacks introduced by a hacker. It also compensates negative effects of attacks on system. The CF-TDSR consists of the following components (see Figure 3 for the system diagram). First, the smart data transmitter (Tx) adaptively allocates transmission channels on demand. Second, the plant model estimates the current plant states and helps to stabilize the system under attack. Third, the time-delay estimator continuously estimates time delays on the channels. Fourth, the time-delay detector and decision making unit (DMU) that determines if delays are detrimental to the system. The DMU also detects faults and other types of attacks such as FDI accordingly. In this case, it will issue commands to inform the transmitter and controller. The last component is the controller to control the system (controller block in Figure 3 ). The τ block in the diagram represents a hacker which injects TDS attack to the communication channels. The adversary can inject other types of attacks as well. The CF-TDSR protocol works as follows:
State variables (x(t)) are sensed using sensors (point 1 in the diagram) and will be sent to the transmitter (Tx) unit (point 2). The transmitter unit constructs the packet and allocates the communication channel and transmits the packet to the delay estimator and plant model unit. The TX unit can transmit the constructed packet through one channel or more. The attacker can inject the TDS attack to the communication channel after packets are sent from transmitter unit (point 3). Plant model calculates the estimated states (point 5) and send it to DMU. The amount of delay will be estimated using delay estimator unit at the same time (point 6). The DMU (point 6) receives the estimated states along with delay estimate and based on pre-defined rules make a decision to whether request a new redundant channel or not. It also informs the controller (point 7) to adapt itself under attack until receiving the next healthy packet. The controller generates the control signal and sends it to the plant (point 8). The CF-TDSR will detect and track time delays introduced by a hacker and guide the plant to track the reference signal to improve the system performance.
The CF-TDSR is flexible and is able to support communication between the plant and the controller with and without timestamps. In the case where timestamps are used, the controller compares the controller clock and the packet timestamp and the state of the plant with the state predicted by the plant model. If there are any differences, the packet is dropped. If this is the case, the controller sends a negative acknowledgment (NACK) signal to the communication transmitter to use an adaptive channel allocation. Finally, the controller uses the state predicted by the plant model instead of the state received in the packet to control the system while it waits for the corrected future packets.
In the case where timestamps are not used, the time delay estimator continuously estimates time delays, while the plant model determines the appropriate plant state values. If the estimated time delays are larger than the tolerable time delay, or if the plant state estimates are different from the received plant states, the communicated packet is dropped. Similar to the previous case, in this case, the DMU unit signals the communication transmitter to use adaptive channels allocation and its internal state estimates for control purposes.
A. DECISION-MAKING UNIT (DMU)
The functionality of the delay detector which is part of DMU unit can be captured with the following mathematical formula:
or τ ≥ τ stable 0 otherwise (24) where D(t) is the detection function, t c is the time value of the clock maintained by the controller, t s is the timestamp of the packet generated at the transmitter, and τ stable is the tolerable time delay, or the maximum time delay for which the system remains in the stable region. This can be calculated from the eigenvalues of the system, as shown in [4] . Here, e m (t) = x(t) −x(t) is the difference between the transmitted state of the plant x(t) and the plant estimator record of the system state,x(t), and ε is the maximum tolerable error value. Since TDS attacks occur with probability p, then D = 1 with probability p and D = 0 with probability 1 − p can occur. Equation (24) enables the detection of TDS attacks and other types of attacks such as FDI irrespective of the use of timestamps, even if the timestamps are modified by the hacker.
The DMU generates the Z (t) signal based on pre-defined rules. The Z (t) can be estimated state or received state value regardless if its faulty or not. This would address other types of attacks in the system such as FDI attack. Due to this feature of DMU, two types of CF-TDSR protocol will be presented. The first type only detects the TDS and other types of attacks and only sends an NACK signal to the transmitted to request an additional redundant communication channel which is called ''CF-TDSR-Type1'' and the second type benefits with both adaptive communication channel and controller by sending an NACK to the transmitter along with sending estimated state to the controller to adapt it, called CF-TDSR-Type2. While CF-TDSR-Type2 is more accurate and cost efficient, type 1 is more applicable to highly nonlinear and complex systems.
B. DELAY ESTIMATOR UNIT
Consider a system that can be approximated in a region of interest by an LTI system. Equation (13), without the noise term, can be described bẏ
The solution of this equation is
Given a time delay τ , introduced by a TDS attack or by natural causes, the solution becomes
The modeling error signals in states can be described by e m (t) = x(t) −x(t) and
The idea is to estimateτ in time as fast as possible to minimize the modeling error e m (t; τ,τ ). To do so, let us assume v = e 2 m /2. The equation that minimizes the error is given by
where η is the learning parameter to be determined in conjunction with the PID or the optimal controller coefficients.
In this paper, we assume u(0) = 0 at the initial time. Then,
Equation (31) is used to estimate the time delay τ . This process has some practical issues that should be considered. Computing machines have temporal resolution and finite memory. Therefore, (31) cannot be implemented without appropriate discrete approximation and boundedness assumptions. To assure the calculations stability and limit the memory usage, the following condition should be added, τ < τ max . This condition will create a finite buffer to store the history of u(t) from t to t − τ max and also to prevent a runaway condition onτ .
In the following section, a novel method to prevent TDS attacks on LFC systems is illustrated.
C. PROOF OF STABILITY FOR THE LFC UNDER TDS ATTACK
Consider a power area LFC system of the forṁ
with the optimal controller given by
where D(t) is a digital random process. D(t) is 1 when a TDS attack is detected (see (24)) and is zero otherwise. TDS attacks are detected by comparing the received timestamp from the plant against the controller time, or by using the time-delay estimator; (see (31) ). The new state estimate,x(t), is given byẋ
Let the estimation error be e m (t) =x(t) − x(t). The dynamics of the closed loop can be described aṡ
Now, let us investigate the stability of (35). For a reasonable stability criteria and for the covariance of e m (t) to remain bounded, the mean of the estimation error e m (t) should converge to zero. If e m (t) is bounded the covariance, then it has convergence for state x(t). The total expectation value is computed over both x(t) and D(t), knowing that D(t) = 1 with probability p when there is an attack on one VOLUME 5, 2017 channel. Thus, the equation of the system under attack can be expressed aṡ
Therefore, the total expectation yields:
Let us now assume that l channels are added to the communication channel:
If the term BK µ m (t)p l approach to zero, (38) will converge to zero and the system will be stable. Therefore, the idea is to make that term as small as possible by choosing a large l or by using a good estimator for the system that can make this term closer to zero or bounded.
If the delay injected by the attacker exceeds τ max , a trap condition signal is sent to the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) center. The controller switches to open loop control until problem gets solved.
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulations are conducted to evaluate the performance of CF-TDSR protocol under TDS attacks. The discrete linearquadratic regulator design from the ''lqrd'' continuous cost function (MATLAB 2013a) is used to generate the optimal control law for the system in normal operation. The twoarea power systems are modeled, as described in Section IV. Table 3 shows the parameter values used in the simulation, based on literature [1] , [2] , [6] . Also, P 1 l and P 2 l is set to zero.
TABLE 3.
Parameter values for a two-area power system with optimal controller [32] .
The goal of the simulation is to demonstrate the ability of the CF-TDSR to quickly respond to the TDS attacks. The total simulation time is set to 50 seconds.
The example assumes that a hacker has access to the communication channel. The attacker starts the TDS attack with values of τ = t d1 t d2 · · · t dn T . Each power area has five states. Since a two-area power system is considered, the total number of states in the interconnected model is 10. Consider that the attack starts at time t a . The simulation is performed in three main scenarios: composite TDS attack, single power plant attack, and simultaneous composite TDS attack on a noisy system and limited available channel.
A. COMPOSITE TDS ATTACK
In the first investigation, a case is simulated where a hacker attacks the third state of both power areas. Since the third state of each area provides the feedback, it is thus an ideal place for the TDS attack. We assumed that there is only one extra channel available to allocate in this scenario. The attack starts at t a = 1 s for the first power area and at t a = 3s for the second power area, with time-delay injected values of t d3 = 1.5s (time delay associated to third state of first plant) and t d8 = 3s, respectively. Figure 4 (a) illustrates the TDS attack and their tracking using our proposed delay estimator unit. In the Figure 4(a) , dash-dotted line shows the attack on the second power and solid line indicated the TDS attack injected to the first power area which are called ''TDS attack 1'' and ''TDS attack 2'' respectively. The dashed and dotted lines illustrate the delay estimation of TDS attack 2 and 1 respectively. This figure demonstrates that CF-TDSR is capable of detecting and tracking TDS attack accurately in real-time.
The behavior of the LFC distributed power system under attack in three scenarios was evaluated. The first scenario called ''Baseline'' runs without any modification to the communication protocol and to the controller (dotted line). The second scenario called the ''CF-TDSR-Type1'' evaluates the LFC under the attack using an adaptive communication protocol while the controller is not adaptive (dashed line). The third scenario evaluates the LFC system using the ''CF-TDSR-Type2'', i.e., both the adaptive communication protocol and adaptive controller design defenses (solid line). Figure 4 shows that the CF-TDSR-Type2 is capable of quickly detecting the TDS attack and adapt the communication protocol and controller. Note that when CF-TDSR detects a delay larger than 0.4s, it sends an NACK to the sender, as suggested by the study of eigenvalues for the stability of the system [4] . Figures 4 (b)-(f) show the frequency deviation, the power deviation of the generator, the value position of the turbine and the tie-line power flow of the first power area, respectively. They show that the system becomes stable when using CF-TDSR-Type 1 or Type 2 and system gets unstable using baseline.
Based on the results, we conclude that if CF-TDSR detects a TDS attack on the second channel and there is no more communication channel available, the estimator turns on and stays alive for the entire time and guarantees the stability of the system. The results show that CF-TDSR works very well, even with strict limitations on the number of available channels, which is evidenced by converging all states to zero as expected. The results also indicate that the system become unstable under TDS attack without any defense mechanism, ''Baseline''. Furthermore, Figure 4 (b)-(f) indicated that CF-TDSR type 2 has better performance than CF-TDSR-type 1 while both of them stabilized the system fairly. 
B. SINGLE-PLANT TDS ATTACK
In the second case, we assume that a hacker only has access to the first power area, and can only launch TDS attacks on the specific state variable. The existence of multiple channels for allocation is assumed, but the CF-TDSR-Type2 method only needs a limited number of channels due to its adaptive controller feature of CF-TDSR protocol. It's assumed that a powerful hacker can launch multiple and sequential TDS attacks. Figure 5 shows the results of the simulation. Figure 5 (a) describes the attack that was launched: the dash-dotted line denotes a TDS attack on the first communication channel that occurs at time 1-3 seconds with a delay of 4 seconds, followed by a TDS attack on channel 2 between 3-4 seconds, with a delay of 2.5 seconds (dotted line), and then a TDS attack on the channel 3 between 9-20 seconds (dashed line) and a TDS attack on the channel 4, with a delay of 9 seconds, from time 25 seconds to 50 seconds (solid line). Figure 5(b) shows that the CF-TDSR protocol detects each attack and requests a change of channel accurately. The attack on the channel 4 is not effective because the system has already approached the stable region. The conclusion is that when the system is at optimal value (close to zero), it is more difficult for the TDS attack or other types of attacks to destabilize the system. The comparison between single plant TDS attack and composite TDS attack indicated that CF-TDSR is capable of detecting and compensating the effect of TDS attack in general. It also shows that CF-TDSR-Type 2 is better than type 1 in both cases but, it's much more powerful than type1 in the case that there is a limitation with existence of redundant communication channels.
C. SIMULTANEOUSLY TDS ATTACK FOR THE NOISY SYSTEM AND LIMITED AVAILABLE CHANNEL
In the last experiment, the system behavior under the noise is studied. In order to do this, first, 20% of white Gaussian noise is added to the communication channel. Then, a TDS attack is launched on both power areas:
The attacker simultaneously launches the attack on the third state of both the first and the second power areas at time 1 second and 4 sec, with a 2-seconds delay. Then, the delay value is increased at time 7 sec to the value of 5 sec and 6.5 sec. In this experiment, the availability of a single communication channel is assumed. This assumption severely restricts the CF-TDSR's options so we only can use CF-TDSR-Type 2. Figure 6 shows that even under such restrictions, the CF-TDSR is able to accurately detect and reduce the effects of the noise based TDS attack. Specifically, Figure 6 (a) shows how CF-TDSR detects and tracks the TDS attack in real time. Figures 6 (b) and (c) show the third states of the first and second power areas under the noise based TDS attack. They show that CF-TDSR performs very well even in the absence of additional communication channels and existence of noise.
VII. CONCLUSION
Networked control systems used in power systems share information via a variety of communication protocols, making them vulnerable to attack by hackers at any infrastructure point. In this article, different types of time delay switch attacks were the main focus. The CF-TDSR, a communication protocol that uses adaptive channel redundancy techniques, as well as a novel state estimator was developed to detect and obviate instable effects of a TDS attack. It was demonstrated that the CF-TDSR enabled the linear time-invariant control systems to remain stable. The simulation experiments show the CF-TDSR enabling the multiarea load frequency control component to quickly stabilize the system under a suite of TDS attacks.
